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Followed the time the progress, the technical development, the Power Grid also 
obtained the unprecedented swift development. The Power Grid demand is be 
increased by the demands of the industry, the agriculture, the metallurgy, the 
manufacture, smelting and many others. The development of the Power Grid, the 
transform substation and delivery conduit has brought the huge challeage of the trade 
settlement of the Power Gride. In the trade settlement process has brought the massive 
measurement examination work of measuring meter. In order to safeguard 
fundamental interests of the electric quantity between both sides, guaranteed that 
metering meter of the Power Grid trade settlement accurate, fair, the fair management 
appeared is more important.  
In the past's metering meter Inspection and management work, because the 
quantity  of measuring meter is few, is carries on the management through the 
manual hand-written method to manage examination work of metering meter. But 
along with Power Grid 's swift development,  the quantity of metering meter 
increases large scale, has brought the very great difficulty for the primitive Inspection 
and management work of measuring meter. In measuring meter’s receive, the 
examination, the examination confirmation, the provide, the payment customer, 
measuring meter examination flows and so on, information's inquiry and management 
bring the varying degree the question, is unable to say for certain to bond the 
management of  metering meter examination information very much. 
Along with the computer technology application and extend in the electrical 
system, In order to manage the message of instrument checking in Power Grid 
expediently,shortcut, truelly and efficiency, at the same time,it give the gist of 
management to technology intendance in Power Grid. This article unifies the 
computer technology,the measurement laws and regulations, present situation in 
Power Grid, has studied a set of management information system about measuring 
meter examination of Power Grid. The system mainly to receives deliver checking 
meter from the user, the laboratory receive wait checking meter,the allocation of 
examination task, the extraction  of examination duty, the measuring meter 
examination in laboratory,the information input of measuring meter, checker verifing, 















receive the meter,carry on the registration management to entire flow. At last, realizes 
the function of management, inquiry and statistic in information of measuring meter 
of Power Grid, enhances the automaticity, the conveniences, the working efficiency 
during the work, realizes standardization and the controllability in each work flow, 
obviously raises the working efficiency and the management level.   
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第二章 基于 CS 结构的电网仪表检定管理信息系统概述，首先介绍电网仪表
检定管理信息系统的特点，对系统的功能进行介绍。然后在此基础之上叙述了本
文的软件结构和系统软硬件平台。 
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